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There are 60,000 art objects> In 30 years, with love and the collection of quality and value
collected art collection,
Art collection consists of the different techniques like:
Original Oil Painting Acrylic Painting - Mixed Techniques and Watercolors.
As well as original ink-charcoal-red chalk drawings
and different printing techniques as well
BRONZE wood and stone sculptor works and much more.

Includes time epochs from 16th to 21st century.
I act as the sole owner of the art collection
and the art collection is free of charge from third parties and is not loaned.

It includes well-known international artists from all over the world.
Each art object is unique!

such as:
Christian Rohlfs> Original watercolor around 1921
Shown in the  Zezschwitz Art & Design Auction No.68

such as Carl Spitzweg> Original Oil Painting> The Angler

Museum 17th-18th Century Original Oil Painting>
from the collection of Margraves and Grand Dukes of Baden
from the 1995 auction of the century Sotheby's auction
in Baden-Baden.

Museums 16th-17th century Solnhofner limestone relief plate - very rare
only one copy in the Bavarian National Museum
From the Royal United Collections - From the Ducal
Kunstkammer.

Wilhelm Kuhnert> Original oil painting> Lions> around 1920
Shown in the Christie`s Auction > $ 60- $ 75,000

HB> 1938 car race winner trophy> very rare and one
absolute rarity !!!!
BMW 328 with 2 persons 1938 in the racing version> Rudolf "Karratsch" Caracciol
according to oral tradition: acquired by Ms. Zimmer in the 80th
from the Chiemgau> this was your uncle's> was a mechanic
and friend of Rudolf Caracciola

Original Tiffany & Co. New York
majestic um1926 / 27 double inkwell / writing set in marble and



silver

unique museums around 1912 ceramic handle vase Zsolnay

But also about 30-40 complete and partial artist Nachläßse are in the gigantic art collection
with which one can equip a museum or artist exhibitions.
Like the artist's estate with image rights (approx. 1,600 objects)
by the important Dresden painter Hans Rudolph> in the 90th years Dresdner Museum
offered a double-digit million euro amount
or the partial artist's estate of Hans Peter Agner with about 400 art objects
as well as the artist's estate of the Hungarian abstract painter Miklós Németh with more
than 700 oil paintings and much more.

With good single object sales I estimate to erziehlen to 70-90 million euro.
The art collection will be offered with 18 million euros negotiating basis. 18000000. :
60,000 = only 300 euros per object negotiation basis
9 online art sales sites with 3 innovative sales proposals and domain names are protected
and can be viewed on the net.

The 9 online art sites are only about 1.65% of the total art collection !!!!

Another 49 482 works are digitally secured on a USB memory stick (photos / description)>
Will be sent in case of more interest.

The entire 60,000 art collection is divided into 2 art warehouses (Germany / Austria) on
approx. 250 m² and is still maintained and researched by a collection curator.

If interested, I am happy to answer any questions.
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